
Carbon Footprint Policy Statement 
In this policy statement SLAMMIN EVENT!S commitment to minimising their carbon footprint, where 
possible, will be outlined, displaying, that sustainable processes are part of the organisa@ons overall strategy. 
Showing, that we are a company working and improving to reduce our nega@ve effect on the environment, 
which in turn will help to improve our opera@onal performance and improve the efficiency of resources used. 
Here the main issues will be highlighted along with what can be done, over the next five years, to combat our 
carbon emissions.  

- As stated in the environmental policy: we aim to minimise the amount of waste that goes to landfill 
as a priority (in office and on site) reducing the burden on landfill and therefore methane genera@on.  

o Increased usage of recycled products. 

o Limit the amount of single use / throw away items.  

o Be mindful of the materials we are employing. 

- To promote environmental awareness and responsibility amongst employees, partners, contractors 
and customers to help us pursue constant improvement towards our targets. 

- We aim to minimise the emissions from day-to-day travel through u@lising public transport. 
Moreover, as our office is in the immediate locality for most employees, they are able to walk and 
cycle to our office. In some cases, personal vehicles must be used but we will work to minimise this.  

- For our partners who live further afield, remote working is welcomed, although, sporadic visits are 
necessary, the majority of the @me this works well. 

- We are exploring opportuni@es to offset our carbon emissions that are unavoidable, researching 
schemes that would mean aRer a length of @me we would be extrac@ng Co2 from the atmosphere 
overall through various tree plan@ng projects.  

- Out of the currently unavoidable carbon emissions, such as the use of diesel generators, we will be 
keeping a close eye on new technologies that would provide prac@cal alterna@ves. 

- Moving forwards, we expect our partners and suppliers to have credible and measurable carbon 
footprint policies, along with making steps to alleviate those emissions.   

- Along with encouraging our own employees to make an effort to reduce their own carbon footprints. 
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